Shake
maracas
during the song.

Blow bubbles
during the
song.

Become a
statue
during the song.

Do opposite
actions to
the song.

During the song,
pantomime the
story of the
song.
During the song,
crouch low to the low
notes and stand tall
and reach for the sky
on the high notes.

Tap dance
as the song
is sung.
Play the
harmonica
during the song.

Do the Hula
during the
song.

Do the
Chicken
Dance during
the song.

Songs and Questions:
I Am Like a Star
163
Easy: Do the stars mostly shine in the day or in the night?
Hard: What are the four main types of galaxies? (spiral, elliptical, lenticular, and irregular)
I Hope They Call Me on a Mission 169
Easy: Where did somebody you know serve a mission?
Hard: From 1923 until 1925 David O. McKay served as president of what church mission? (European)
We’ll Bring the World His Truth 172
Easy: Who teaches you the truth?
Hard: Janice Kapp Perry wrote this song. What year was she born? (1938)
Rain is Falling 241
Easy: Raindrops are made of __________?
Hard: The earth's total amount of water has a volume of how many million cubic miles. (About 344)
Popcorn Popping 242
Easy: In this song, what does one see when looking out the window?
Hard: Popcorn is a type of maize (or corn), a member of the grass family. What is the scientific name for popcorn? (Zea mays
everta)
Once There Was a Snowman 249
Easy: What happens to a snowman when the sun gets hot?
Hard: Slightly wet snow has a weight of how many pounds per cubic foot? (15)
Smiles 267
Easy: Name something that makes you smile!
Hard: When a person studies laughter they are known as a ___________? (gelotologist)
Head, Shoulders, Knees and Toes 275
Easy: In the song, Head, Shoulders, Knees and Toes, what do we touch first?
Hard: Sailors once thought that wearing this would improve their eyesight. (a gold earring)
Hinges 277
Easy: Show us two hinges that make your body bend.
Hard: Name three kinds of joints in the human body. (Hinge joints allow movement in one direction, as seen in the knees and elbows.
Pivot joints allow a rotating or twisting motion, like that of the head moving from side to side. Ball-and-socket joints allow the
greatest freedom of movement. The hips and shoulders have this type of joint, in which the round end of a long bone fits into
the hollow of another bone.)
The Wise Man and the Foolish Man 281
Easy: When the rain comes down, what happens to the flood?
Name the three basic types of rock. (igneous, sedimentary, and metamorphic)

